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Values ofbT $ 30% have been achieved and sustained for several confinement times on the STA
spherical tokamak using additional heating provided by neutral beam injection. These values are
than twice the highest value previously obtained in a tokamak, and correspond to normalizedb values
of bN $ 4. In these shots values ofIp . Irod (whereIrod is the current flowing in the central toroidal
field rod) have been obtained, which are considered to be necessary for spherical tokamak power
The results are compared with ideal-MHD stability theory. [S0031-9007(98)05532-X]
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A spherical tokamak (ST) is the low aspect ratio limi
of the tokamak (aspect ratioA  Rya is the ratio of the
major to minor radii of the torus). Peng and Strickler i
1986 [1] summarized several advantages of the ST ov
the conventional tokamak. These advantages include s
plicity of construction, lower magnetic field requirements
and improved plasma stability. Interest in this concept
growing rapidly and the potential for an eventual fusio
power plant has recently been favorably reported [2]. Th
first experimental verification of many of these propertie
has been provided by START (small tight aspect ratio tok
mak) at UKAEA Fusion, Culham [3,4].

The Troyon [5] and Culham [6] empirical scalings imply
that theb achievable in a tokamak should be maximized b
a combination of low aspect ratio and high plasma shapi
(high elongation and triangularity), whereb is the ratio
of the plasma pressure to the pressure of the magne
field required to contain the plasma. This dependen
has been verified experimentally over a wide range
tokamaks [7,8], and indeed the previous highest value
b was achieved on the DIII-D tokamak which combine
(relatively) low aspect ratioA , 2.8 and high elongation
and triangularity. The highest value achieved in DIII-D
is bT  12.6% [7], where bT  s2m0yVB2

0d
R

pdV and
B0 is the vacuum toroidal magnetic field at the geometr
center of the plasma.

The START device was built in 1990 to provide a firs
hot plasma test of the spherical tokamak concept. Deta
of the construction of the device and a summary of the o
erational features are given in [3]. In START, aspect ratio
as low asA , 1.2 can be achieved, although the results d
scribed in this paper concern plasmas separated from
center column, havingA , 1.3 1.45 (R , 0.3 0.37 m,
a , 0.22 0.28 m). These double-null diverted START
plasmas have a high plasma elongationsk , 1.7 1.9d and
triangularitysd , 0.5d, without requiring fast vertical po-
sition control [4]. To investigate behavior under auxiliar
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heating, a 40 keV neutral beam injector has been loaned
Culham by the U.S. DOE and Oak Ridge National Labo
ratory. The results described here were obtained usi
tangential coinjection of hydrogen neutrals into deuterium
target plasmas, and operation to date has been at en
gies #35 keV with injection power up to approximately
0.8 MW. The present layout of the START device is
shown in Fig. 1, together with an equilibrium reconstruc
tion of a high-b discharge #32993.

The first investigations of NBI heating into START,
reported in [9], used an injection of about 0.5 MW of
30 keV hydrogen neutrals into hydrogen and deuteriu
plasmas and obtainedbT , 11%, only slightly less than
the DIII-D value, and the record value of the centra
bT s0d , 48%. These results from START are shown
(open circles) in Fig. 2, together with an indication o
other existing high tokamakb values. The “Troyon
limit” of bN  3.5 found in conventional tokamaks [7]
is indicated, wherebN  bT ysIpyaBT d, (%, MA, m, T)
is the normalizedb. Although in these early auxiliary
heated START dischargesbN # 2.5, the values ofbT

are high because START can operate at very hig
normalized currentIN  IpyaBT beforeq95 falls below
the stability bound, i.e., has a high “shaping factor”S 
sIyaBdq95 due to the low aspect ratio, high elongation
and triangularity of the plasma [8].

Following these initial results, a range of improvement
has been made to the START facility. In order to reduc
first orbit losses of the beam ions it is necessary in STAR
to operate at relatively high plasma currentIp $ 200 kA.
This imposes demands on both the volt seconds availab
from the central solenoid and the vertical field required t
maintain the radial position of a high current, high pressur
plasma. Recent improvements to the START soleno
and vertical field power supplies have addressed these.
addition, boronization and titanium gettering have reduce
the impurity influxes, especially of oxygen, and the wal
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Cross section of the START device (April, 1997
showing an equilibrium reconstruction of high-b shot #32993.

is further conditioned by helium glow discharge cleanin
between shots.

As in other high-bN experiments on DIII-D [8], TFTR
[10], and JT60-U [11], operating regime optimization i
very important on START. Optimization of the curren
ramp and density ramp is believed to be a key feature
the increase in shaping factor and normalized current
up to IN , 8, (Fig. 2): the relatively broad current pro-
file produces plasmas of high elongation and triangularit
This value of normalized current on START is substan

FIG. 2. bT vs IpyaBT in START; high-b operation limits for
other tokamaks are shown for comparison.
)
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tially greater than the valueIN , 3 previously achieved in
optimized conventional aspect ratio tokamaks [7]. A val
of IpyIrod up to 1.2 has been obtained on START rep
senting an important result in itself, as economic cons
erations for ST power plant designs suggestIp $ Irod is
necessary. As a result of these steps,bT . 30% and
bN . 4 have been achieved (solid symbols in Fig. 2
Traces for several high-b shots are presented in Fig. 3.

The b values were deduced from magnetic measu
ments and cross-checked with kinetic data. Equilibriu
reconstruction using magnetic data (including the diam
netic loop signal) was done with two independent cod
TOPEOL (developed at Culham) andEFIT [12]. The elec-
tron temperature and density profiles were measured w
a 30 point Thomson scattering diagnostic and the c
tral ion temperature was obtained by multichord char
exchange spectroscopy [13]. Figure 4 presents Thom
scattering profiles in high-b discharge #32993 with maxi
mum bT , 31%, bN , 3.9. The high edge density gra
dient and very flat density profile, accompanied by
reduction of the scrape-off layer thickness, are typical f
tures of high-b discharges on START. The plasma the
mal energy, i.e., not including the fast ion component,
this time was estimated from kinetic measurements to
Wkin

T , 1.45 6 0.15 kJ. The fast ion component was e
timated from beam simulations [14] at 0.2–0.4 kJ, whi
makes the kinetic and magnetic valuessWmag

T , 1.77 kJd
consistent.

Typical high-b shot traces are shown in Fig. 3: th
record bT shot #32998 with maximumbT , 34%
(Fig. 3.1); a high-bN shot #33006 with bN , 4.6
(Fig. 3.2); and a high-bT , high-bN shot #34237 in
which the high-b value was sustained for several ener
confinement times (Fig. 3.3). The plasma current w
ramped up with a ratedIpydt , 10 MAys [Figs. 3.1(a),
3.2(a), 3.3(a)] and programmed gas puffing was used
prevent the plasma current profile from becoming hollo
which is undesirable for neutral beam power absorpti
As a result, theli value [li  lis2d  s1yB2

pad
R

B2
p dV ,

where Bpa 
R

Bp dly
R

dl] was kept ,0.7 throughout
the shot. The toroidal field was decreased (allowi
b to rise) by decreasing the central rod current,Irod
[Figs. 3(a)], typically from 0.3 to 0.15 T. In shot #3423
the central rod current was then kept constant for,10 ms
from the moment whenIp reachedIrod, Fig. 3.3(a), which
preventedq95 from decreasing and allowed the high-b

plasma to remain for several energy confinement tim
(t

exp
E # 2 ms and is close to the ITERH97 empirica

scaling prediction). High-bN values ofbN $ 4 can be
achieved on START at normalized current valuesIN from
5 up to 8, Fig. 2; however, the highestbN discharge with
bN  4.6, #33006 (Fig. 3.2), hadIN , 5.8 and a higher
q95 value sq95 , 2.9d compared with #32998 (Fig. 3.1)
which hadq95 , 2.2.

In these regimes, the density increases throughout
shot, Figs. 3.1(b), 3.2(b), 3.3(b), and this is the ma
3973
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FIG. 3. Wave forms for high-b shots in START, (3.1):
#32998; (3.2): #33006; (3.3): #34237. (a) Plasma current,
central rod current; (b) line averagene, soft x-ray (SXR) central
chord signal; (c) evolution of total plasma energy; (d),(e)bT ,
bN , li, andq95 values from equilibrium reconstruction (EFIT).
FIG. 4. Profiles of electron temperature, density, and pressure
at timet  35 ms in shot #32993 (bT , 31%, bN , 3.9).

source of the pressure rise; however, density and tempera
ture profiles become flatter after the beginning of the
sawteeth, Fig. 4. The values of internal inductance of
the highestb plasmas were found to be in a narrow
range ofli , 0.6 0.8 and the pressure profile was broad,
with peakednessps0dykpl # 2. Unlike DIII-D and JT60-
U [8,11], the highestbN values have been obtained on
START using current ramp-up; however, the highestbT

values on DIII-D [8] were obtained at lowli values, similar
to those on START. At higherll values (ll up to 1.6),
obtained using a current ramp-down technique similar
to DIII-D and JT60-U (withdIpydt , 210 MAys), the
highestbN values obtained so far on START are below
3.5 and the predictedbN , 4li limit [8] has not been
reached yet.

Analysis of Mirnov coil and SXR data shows that the
MHD activity in high-b plasmas on START can be either
an myn  1y1 slowly rotating mode, or coupled low-n
Mirnov activity with myn  2y1, 3y1. In the highestb
shots sawtooth activity usually replaces the low-n fluctua-
tions and the sawtoothing stage continues until the current
rapidly terminates, possibly due to contact with the diver-
tor coils (see Fig. 1) during an internal reconnection event
(IRE) [14], which increases the elongation. It has been
found so far that all high-b shots on START terminate
through an IRE. However, an IRE can happen in START
at anyb value.

Ideal MHD stability analysis shows that the pressure
profile in the high-b shots was close to marginal stability
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FIG. 5. Ideal ballooning (a) and external kink (b) stability o
high-b shots on START. r  fsc 2 c0dyscedge 2 c0dg0.5 —
radial-like flux variable,g —growth rate. #33005:q95  2.8,
bT  23.6%, bN  4.14; #32993: q95  2.28, bT  30.8%,
bN  3.89.

to high-n ballooning modes in the first region of stability
Fig. 5(a). Low-n stability calculations (for a limiter equi-
librium matching the 95% flux surface position, elonga
tion, and triangularity of the double-null divertor plasm
of the experiment) using theERATO [15] andCHEASE[16]
codes show that while the low-q shots were close to insta
bility of external kink modes, Fig. 5(b), the higher-q shots
were theoretically stable. In the simulations, both cases
come unstable to low-n pressure driven internal modes fo
pressure profiles more peaked than the experimental va
However, the terminations in the highestb shots appear
very similar to those at lowerb or higherq. It is thus
unclear whether the external kink mode is playing a ro
in terminating the high-b discharge, although a large heli
cal distortion of the plasma boundary is often seen on
high-speed CCD camera during an IRE at lowq. There-
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fore, despite the proximity to the ideal-MHD kink limit at
lower q and to the ballooning limit at highbN , there is no
conclusive experimental evidence that ab limit has been
reached on START. Further improvements to START, in
cluding a further increase in NBI power, are planned in
order to test more fully the predictedb limits.
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